
Forsaken, Dehumanized Perspective
Walls of stone - life encaged
Lunatic voices surrounds
Destroying my sense of humanity
My life is drained by vanity

The calm of the killer glows in my eyes
As the reward for innocence repays
Hear my screams from the silence
My agony - my vicious dreams will be my vengeance

I see my sanity reflected in the stone
Images flashing by like in dreams
Nightmares that will never end
Insanity is approaching
I can feel the sense of it's entity

I have become a child of disgrace
There is no forgiveness in these eyes
I carry their weight in the soil of the end
I hear their lies echo inside my head

I see my sanity reflected in the stone
Images flashing by like in dreams
Nightmares that will never end
Insanity is approaching
I can feel the sense of it's entity

They will hear my cries
From the silence of the stone
They will hear my cries
From the silence of the stone

(Lead: Persson)

(Lead: Holm)

I were convicted by invisible laws
I am the victim of their lies
I am murdered - from blood of the murderer
I have become the lunacy of their grace

They behold my death - they see my face
Every day - every minute - I will haunt them
I am the creation of their majestic powers
I am the lunacy behind their dead eyes

They neglect their insanity
I have become the portrait of lunacy
I have come to be their nightmare
Their insanity is here

My entity have had it's vengeance
The vengeance of my entity

The spoken word should have been the truth
Your fate was predicted by my brutality
I was the convict but now you are the encaged
I was the innocent - you buried your guilt in me
Now you suffer the stones of your majesty
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